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This paper studies the difference between finite-dimensional linear programming
problems and infinite dimensional linear programming problems. We discuss a
special class of continuous linear programming problems. We develop the structure
of extreme points of feasible region for this problem. Under some conditions we
can characterize all extreme points of this problem. We show that under some
conditions the optimal value for this problem may be finite but there is no optimal
solution for it. Finally, we construct an example for this problem which has an
optimal solution but all extreme points for this problem are not optimal solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we mainly discuss the difference between simple continu-
ous linear programming problems and finite linear programming problems.
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The simple continuous linear programming problem is defined as
1  .  .SCLP: maximize f t x t dtH
0
t .  .  .  .subject to x t y x s ds q h t s g t ,H
0
w xfor each t g 0, 1
 . w x w xx; h g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 ,q q
w x w xwhere f , g g C 0, 1 and C 0, 1 is the set of all non-negative continuousq
functions. We define the dual of SCLP as
1  .  .SCLP*: minimize g t w t dtH
0
1 .  .  .  .subject to w t y w s ds y k t s f t ,H
t
w xfor each t g 0, 1
 . w x w xw; k g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 .q q
In Section 2 we develop the structure of extreme points of feasible
region for SCLP. Under some conditions we can characterize all extreme
points of SCLP. The relation between the optimal solution of SCLP and
the extreme point of the feasible region of SCLP is discussed. In the finite
dimensional linear programming problem we know that if the feasible
region is bounded then there exists an optimal solution. In Section 3 we
show that under some conditions the feasible region of SCLP might be
bounded but there is no optimal solution for SCLP. In the finite dimen-
sional linear programming problem we know that if there is an optimal
solution then there is an basic optimal solution. In Section 4, we construct
an example for SCLP which has an optimal solution, but all extreme points
for this example are not optimal solutions. Thus in general we cannot
generalize the simplex idea to infinite dimensional linear programming
problems.
From the integral equation
t
x t y x s ds q h t s g t , .  .  .  .H
0
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we know that x is feasible for SCLP if and only if
g s y h s .  .tt w xx t s e ds q g t y h t for each t g 0, 1 . 1 .  .  .  .H se0
w x  . wClearly, if there exists an r g 0, 1 such that g t F 0 for each t g 0,
x  .r , and g r - 0, then the feasible set of SCLP is an empty set. Thus, we
usually assume that the feasible set of SCLP is not empty. From the
integral equation
1
w t y w s ds y k t s f t , .  .  .  .H
t
we know that w is feasible for SCLP* if and only if
1yt s w xw t s e e f s q k s ds q f t q k t for each t g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  . .H
t
2 .
Let F and F* be the feasible sets for problems SCLP and SCLP*,
 .  .respectively. We denote by V SCLP and V SCLP* the optimal values
 . for SCLP and SCLP*, respectively. For any x, h g F, we denote V x,
. 1  .  .h s H f t x t dt. Note that if x is a feasible solution of SCLP and w is a0
1  .  . 1  .  .feasible solution of SCLP*, then H f t x t dt F H g t w t dt. Hence0 0
 .  .  .  .V SCLP F V SCLP* is always true. If x; h is feasible for SCLP, w; k
is feasible for SCLP* and both of them satisfy the two conditions
1
x t k t dt s 0, 3a .  .  .H
0
1
h t w t dt s 0. 3b .  .  .H
0
 .  .Then x; h and w; k are optimal solutions for SCLP and SCLP*,
respectively.
2. EXTREME POINTS
In this section we shall characterize the structure of extreme points of
F. It will be helpful to consider the following general linear programming
 :LP: minimize x , x*
subject to Ax s b and x g P ; X ,
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where X and Z are linear spaces over a real field; A: X ª Z is a linear
operator; P is a positive convex cone in X ; and x* g X*, the dual space
of X. For any x g P, we define
<B x s z g X there exists a real number l ) 0 such that both x q lz .
4and x y lz g P .
w xIn the book 1 we see that x is an extremal point for the feasible set of LP
 .  .  4  .if and only if B x l N A s u where N A denotes the null space of
A and u stands for the zero vector in X. Now we find that the constraint
w x w x w xmap of SCLP is given by T : C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 which is defined by
t w xT x ; h t s x t y x s ds q h t , for all t g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .  . . H
0
w xThen T is a linear operator. For x, h g C 0, 1 , we haveq
<w xB x s x g C 0, 1 there exists an r g R , r ) 0 such that .
w xx " rx g C 0, 1 ,4q
and
<w x w xB x ; h s x , h g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 ' r g R , r ) 0 such that .  .
w x w xx ; h " r x , h g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 . .  . 4q q
 .  .  .  .It is easy to see that T x; h s g and B x; h s B x = B h . The
following theorem is an important result of this paper which describes the
characteristics of extreme points of F.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Suppose x; h g F. Then x; h is an extreme point of F if
and only if xh s u .
 .Proof. Let x; h be an extreme point of F. We want to show that
w xxh s u . Suppose that it is false. Then there is a t g 0, 1 such that0
 .  . wx t ) 0 and h t ) 0. Thus we can find an e ) 0 and an interval a,0 0
x w x  .  .  .b ; 0, 1 0 F a - b - 1 such that h t ) e and x t ) e , for each
w xt g a, b . Let
w x¡0, for t g 0, a ,
1 2p t y a .~ w xsin , for t g a, b ,x t s .
2 b y a .¢ w x0, for t g b , 1 ,
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and
t w xh t s x s ds y x t , for each t g 0, 1 .  .  .H
0
¡ w x0, for t g 0, a ,
b y a 2p t y a .  .
y cos y 1 54p b y a .~s
1 2p t y a .
y sin , for t g a, b , .
2 b y a .¢ w x0, for t g b , 1 .
w x <  . < <  . < w xThen x, h g C 0, 1 and x t F 1r2, h t F 1 for each t g 0, 1 .
 .  .  .Clearly, x; h / u and x; h g N T .
 .  .Now, we claim that x; h g B x; h . Since
x " e x t s x t " e x t .  .  .  .
w x¡x t , for t g 0, a , .
1~x t y e , for t g a, b , .  .G 2¢ w xx t , for t g b , 1 , .
w xG 0, for all t g 0, 1 ,
and
h " e h t s h t " e h t .  .  .  .
¡ w xh t , for t g 0, a , .
~G h t y e , for t g a, b , .  .¢ w xh t , for t g b , 1 , .
w xG 0, for all t g 0, 1 ,
 .  .  .  .  .we have x; h g B x; h and consequently x; h g B x; h l N T . This
 .implies that x; h is not an extreme point of F.
Conversely, we assume that xh s u . Then we have the following cases.
 .Case I. h s u . In this case x; h is an extreme point of F.
 w x  . 4Case II. h / u . Let S s t g 0, 1 : h t ) 0 / f. By assumption we
 . w x  .must have x t s 0 for each t g S. Since x g C 0, 1 , x t s 0 for each
 .  .  .t g S the closure of S . If S = 0,1 , then x s u . Thus we have that x; h
 .  .is an extreme point of F. If S ; 0, 1 , then 0, 1 y S is a nonempty open
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set in R. From the representation theorem for open sets on the real line
w x  .  .  ..3 , we can represent 0, 1 y S s j I , where I s a , b ; 0, 1 andn n n n n
I l I s f if n / m.n m
 . w x  .Since h t s 0 for each t g 0, 1 y S and x t s 0 for each t g S, for
 .  .  . w x  .any x; h g B x; h l N T , we have x, h g C 0, 1 , h t s 0 for each
t .  .  .  .t g j I , x t s 0 for each t g S, and h t s H x s ds y x t for eachn n 0
w xt g 0, 1 . If t g I for some n, thenn
t
0 s h t s x s ds y x t .  .  .H
0
a tn
s x s ds q x s ds y x t .  .  .H H
0 an
t
s h a q x a q x s ds y x t . .  .  .  .Hn n
an
w x  .  .Since h g C 0, 1 , h a s 0. Now x t s 0 for each t g S which impliesn
 . t  .  .that x a s 0 and H x s ds s x t , for all t g I . This implies thatn a nn
 . t  .  .x t s ce for some c. Since x a s 0, we have c s 0. Thus x t s 0 forn
 .each t g I . Since I is arbitrary, x t s 0 for each t g j I . This impliesn n n n
 . w x  . t  .  .that x t s 0 for each t g 0, 1 . Since h t s H x s ds y x t for each0
w x  . w x  .  .  .t g 0, 1 , h t s 0 for all t g 0, 1 . Thus x; h s u , and B x; h l N T
 4  .s u . By definition x; h is an extreme point of F.
From the above theorem, we only know how to check the extreme point.
However, we wish to know the form of extreme points. In the case g G u ,
we have the following theorem.
 . w xTHEOREM 2. Let g t G 0, for each t g 0, 1 for SCLP. A feasible
 .  .solution x; h is an extreme point if and only if x; h satisfies one of the
following cases:
 .  . t t  . s.  .  . w xi x t s e H g s re ds q g t and h t s u for each t g 0, 1 ,0
 .  .  .  . w xii x t s u and h t s g t for each t g 0, 1 ,
 .  . w xiii If g a s 0 for some a g 0, 1 , then
w x¡0, for t g 0, a ,
~ g sx t s  . .
t t xe H ds q g t , for t g a, 1 . . ¢ a se
and
w xg t , for t g 0, a , .
h t s .  x0, for t g a, 1 .
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 .  .  .Proof. It is easy to see that if x; h is in one of the i ] iii cases then
 .  .x; h is an extreme point of F. Now we assume that x; h is an extreme
point of F. Then xh s u and we have the following cases.
w x  .  .Case I. There exists an a g 0, 1 such that x a s h a s 0.0 0 0
It follows that
a0




y x s ds s g a . 4 .  .  .H 0
0
 .If g a ) 0 then we obtain a contradiction. Thus such an a exists only if0 0
 .  .  .  . w xg a s 0. If g a s 0 then 4 implies that x t s 0 for each t g 0, a .0 0 0
 x  .  .If there exists an a g a , 1 such that x a s h a s 0, then again1 0 1 1
 . w xfrom the above we know x t s 0 for t g 0, a . As xh s u , we may either1
 . w x  .  xchoose a such that x t s 0 for t g 0, a and x t ) 0 for t g a, 1 or
 .  .x t s u . If x s u , then we have case ii . If x / u , we define the extreme
 .  w xpoints with the following form. Let x ; h where a g 0, 1 witha a
 . .g a s 0 be an extreme point with
w x¡0, for t g 0, a ,
~ g s .x t s . ta t xe ds q g t , for t g a, 1 , . H¢ sea
and
w xg t , for t g 0, a , .
h t s .a  x0, for t g a, 1 .
w x  .  .Case II. There is no a g 0, 1 such that x a s h a s 0. Then0 0 0
either x s u or h s u . The proof is now complete.
 .  .Next we introduce the following conditions A and A9 to discuss the
relation between optimal solutions and extreme points.
 .Condition A . Let 0 F a - b F 1. Then we say that f satisfies1 1
 . w x w x  . w xCondition A on a , b if we can find an interval c, d c - d in a , b1 1 1 1
d  . w  .  .xsuch that H f t sin 2p t y c r d y c dt / 0. We shall find the condi-c
 . w xtions such that f satisfies Condition A on a , b .1 1
w xPROPOSITION 3. Suppose there are two points a - b in 0, 1 . We can1 1
w x w xfind an inter¨ al c, d in a , b such that f is one to one. Then f satisfies1 1
 . w xCondition A on a , b .1 1
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Proof. From the assumption, we have
2p t y c .d
f t sin dt .H d y c .c
2p t y c 2p t y c .  . . dcqd r2s f t sin dt q f t sin dt .  .H Hd y c d y c .  . .c cqd r2
d y c 2p t y c .  .d
s f t y f t q sin dt .H  /2 d y c . .cqd r2
dyc dyc 2p tyc .  .  . .cqd r2s f t yf tq d ycos . .H  /  /2p 2 dyc .c
Let
d y c .
f * t s f t y f t q .  .  /2
and
2p t y c c q d .  .
a t s ycos for all t g c, . .
d y c 2 .
w  . x  .Then f * and a are continuous on c, c q d r2 . Since a t is increasing
w  . xon c, c q d r2 , by the first mean-value theorem for Reimann-stieltjes
w  . xintegrals, there exists a t g c, c q d r2 such that0
d y c .cqd r2
f * da t s f * t a y a c s 2 f * t . .  .  .  .H 0 0 /2c
w xSince f is one to one on c, d , it follows that
2p t y c d y c d y c .  .  .d
f t sin dt s f t y f t q / 0. .  .H 0 0 /d y c p 2 .c
 . w xHence f satisfies Condition A on a , b .1 1
 .THEOREM 4. Let x; h be a feasible solution for SCLP. If there exists an
w x  .  . w xinter¨ al a, b such that x t h t / 0 for each t g a, b and f satisfies
 . w x  .Condition A on a, b , then x; h is not an optimal solution.
w x . d  . wProof. We can find an interval c, d c - d such that H f t sin 2pc
 .  .x  .  .t y c r d y c dt / 0 and e ) 0 such that x t ) e , h t ) e for each
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w xt g c, d . Now we take
w x¡0, for t g 0, c ,
1 2p t y c .~ sin , for t g c, d , .x t s .
2 d y c .¢ w x0, for t g d , 1 ,
and
t w xh t s x s ds y x t for all t g 0, 1 . .  .  .H
0
 . By similar argument as in Theorem 3, we can show that x; h / u and x;
.  .  .h g B x; h l N T . Hence we obtain that
x , h s x ; h q e x ; h g F , .  .  .1 1
and
x ; h s x ; h y e x ; h g F . .  .  .2 2
Since
1 2p t y c .d
V x ; h s V x ; h q e f t sin dt .  .  .H1 1 2 d y c .c
and
1 2p t y c .d
V x ; h s V x ; h y e f t sin dt , .  .  .H2 2 2 d y c .c
d  . w  .  .x  .we have H f t sin 2p t y c r d y c dt / 0 which implies that x; h isc
not optimal.
 .Condition A9 . Let 0 F a - b F 1. Then we say that f satisfies1 1
 . w x w x . w xCondition A9 on a , b if for any interval a, b a - b in a , b , we1 1 1 1
w x . w x d  . w can find an interval c, d c - d in a, b such that H f t sin 2p t yc
.  .xc r d y c dt / 0.
w xFrom Proposition 3, we have that if f is one to one on a , b then f1 1
 . w xsatisfies Condition A9 on a , b .1 1
 . w x  .COROLLARY 5. Suppose that f satisfies Condition A9 on 0, 1 . If x; h
 .is an optimal solution for SCLP, then x; h is an extreme point of F.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let c t s x t h t . We assume that x; h is not an extreme
 .  .point of c . Then there exists an t such that x t h t / 0. Since c is0 0 0
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 . w x w xcontinuous and c t / 0, there exists an c, d such that t g c, d and0 0
 . w x  . w xc t / 0 for each t g c, d . Now as f satisfies Condition A9 on 0, 1 , f
 . w x  .  . w xsatisfies Condition A on c, d . Since x t h t / 0 for each t g c, d ,
 . w x and f satisfies Condition A on c, d , from Theorem 6 we know that x;
.  .h is not an optimal solution which is a contradiction. Thus x; h is an
extreme point.
3. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
w xGiven a strictly positive continuous function g on 0, 1 for SCLP and
 . w xsuppose 0 - m F g t F M for each t g 0, 1 . We define
w x¡0, for t g 0, b ,
~ mt bmh t s where 0 - b - 1, . w xy , for t g b , 1 ,¢ 1 y b 1 y b .  .
and
g s y h s .  .tt w xx t s e ds q g t y h t for each t g 0, 1 . 5 .  .  .  .H se0
Clearly, if we just consider the feasible set of SCLP for such a g without
 .  . w xany restriction on f then x; h g F. Since x t is continuous on 0, 1 ,
there exists l, L g Rq such that
min x t s l , .
0FtF1
and
max x t s L. .
0FtF1
Now we define
y4 b 2 b¡
t y q , for t g 0, ,2  /2 bl 2b l
y4 b~ t y b , for t g , b , .f t s 6 .  .2 2b l
1
w xt y b , for t g b , 1 , .¢l b y 1 .
for SCLP.
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 .  .THEOREM 6. Let f t and g t be gi¨ en as abo¨e for SCLP. Then there is
no optimal solution for SCLP.
 . w xProof. We know that if g t ) 0 for each t g 0, 1 then from Theorem
 .  .2 it follows that the extreme points of SCLP are only x; u and u ; g
t t s .   . .  . w x  .where x t s e H g s re ds q g t for each t g 0, 1 . Let x; h be0
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .defined on 5 . We claim i V x; h ) V x; u and ii V x; h ) V u ; g .
Since
g s y h s .  .1 ttV x ; h y V x ; u s f t e ds q g t y h t .  .  .  .  .H H se0 0
g s .ttye ds y g t dt .H se0
i .
yh s .1 tts f t e ds y h t dt .  .H H se0 0
1 tt ss y f t e h s e ds q h t dt ) 0, .  .  .H H
b b
 .  .therefore V x; h ) V x; u .
1
V x ; h s f t x t dt .  .  .H
0
b 1
s f t x t dt q f t x t dt .  .  .  .H H
0 b
b 1
G l f t dt q L f t dt .  .H H
0 b
w xsince for each t g b , 1 f t F u . . ii .
1br2
G l f t dt q L y 1 y b .  .H  /L0
2 b
G l y 1 y b .
bl 2
s 1 y 1 y b s b ) 0 s V u ; g . .  .
 . w xSince f is one to one, f satisfies Condition A9 on 0, 1 . By Corollary 5 we
know that if there exists an optimal solution then it must be an extreme
point. Now we know all extreme points are not optimal. Hence there does
not exist an optimal solution for SCLP.
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From Theorem 6, we known F is usually not weakly compact. Thus we
have the following theorem.
THEOREM 7. If g is a positi¨ e continuous function, then the feasible set of
SCLP is not weakly compact.
Proof. The objective functional for SCLP is a weakly continuous linear
functional. If we assume that the feasible set of SCLP is weakly compact,
w xthen from Holmes 6 , we know that there exists an optimal solution for
SCLP at an extreme point. But this contradicts Theorem 6. Thus we know
that the feasible set of SCLP is not weakly compact.
4. RELATION BETWEEN EXTREME POINTS AND
OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
In the finite linear programming problem we know that if there exists an
optimal solution then there exists an optimal solution at one of the
extreme points. In the infinite dimensional linear programming problem,
we can construct an example for SCLP which has an optimal solution but
all extreme points for this example are not optimal solutions.
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that
9 12¡2 t y 5t q , for t g 0, ,8 4
1 10, for t g , 4 3
1 1 1~ y t , for t g , ,f t s . 3 3 2
2 1 2t y , for t g , ,3 2 3
2¢ x0 for t g , 1 , 3
and
3 12t y 4 t q 1, for t g 0, ,2 4
g t s . 317 77 1 xt y , for t g , 124 24 4
Then SCLP and SCLP* have the following forms:
9 11r4 1r22SCLP: max 2 t y 5t q x t dt q y t x t dt .  .H H /  /8 30 1r3
22r3
q t y x t dt .H  /31r2
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3 12t y 4 t q 1, for t g 0, ,t 2 4
subject to x t y x s ds q h t s .  .  .H 317 77 1 xt y , for t g , 1 ,0 24 24 4
w x w xx ; h g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 , . q q
and
3 317 771r4 12SCLP*: min t y 4 t q 1 w t dt q t y w t dt .  .H H /  /2 24 240 1r4
1
subject to w t y w s ds y k t .  .  .H
t
9 12¡2 t y 5t q , for t g 0, ,8 4
1 10, for t g , , 4 3
1 1 1~ y t , for t g , ,s 3 3 2
2 1 2t y , for t g , ,3 2 3
2¢ x0, for t g , 1 , 3
w x w xw ; k g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 . . q q
If we take
1¡1 y 3t , for t g 0, ,3
1 2~0, for t g , ,x* t s .  3 3
2¢ x3t y 2, for t g , 1 , 3
1¡0, for t g 0, ,4
3 413 101 1 12y t q t y , for t g , ,2 24 24 4 3~h* t s . 317 77 1 1 2t y q , for t g , ,24 24 6 3 3
3 197 3 22¢ xt q t y , for t g , 1 ,2 24 8 3
and
11 y 4 t , for t g 0, ,4
w* t s . 1 x0, for t g , 1 , 4
1¡0, for t g 0, ,3
1 1 1t y , for t g , ,3 3 2~k* t s . 2 1 2y t , for t g , ,3 2 3
2¢ x0, for t g , 1 , 3
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 .  .then x*; h* and w*; k* are feasible solutions for SCLP and SCLP*,
respectively. It is easy to see they are optimal solutions for SCLP and
SCLP*, respectively.
1 1 .  .  .  .  .We find H f x x* t dt s H g t w* t dt s 157r1536 ) 0. Since g t )0 0
w x0 for each t g 0, 1 , from Theorem 2 it follows that extreme points of
t t s .  .  .   . .  .SCLP are only x; u and u ; g , where x t s e H g s re ds q g t for0
w xeach t g 0, 1 . Thus
11 y 3t , for t g 0, ,4
x t s . 323 317 1ty1r4 xe y , for t g , 1 .24 24 4
 .Here x; u is a feasible extreme point of SCLP. But since
1571 ?f t x t dt s y 6.816 - , .  .H 15360
and
1571
f t u dt s 0 - , .H 15360
 .  .we find that x; u and u ; g are not optimal solutions. Thus all extreme
points for this example are not optimal solutions.
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